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Carbon footprints are also among biggest factors in pollution and global warming. Carbon footprints
are usually occurred due to emissions of greenhouse gases that are caused by industrial sector,
events, products and even human beings. To avoid environmental pollution, global warming and
carbon footprints, we need recycling cartridges. UKâ€™s recycling industries are expected to save over
18 millions tonnes of carbon dioxide (CO2) per annum.

Approximately Â£36,000,000 worth of aluminium is pitched in landfills, oceans, lakes, streams and
junks every year in United States of America, United Kingdom among other countries. Burning
10,000 tonnes of waste materials and substances create one job at a time. Pitching the same
amount waste to landfills and junks creates six jobs whereas recycling used toner cartridge creates
36 jobs.

It is estimated that 60% of the waste that throws away in landfills and junks could be recycled or
remanufactured. Approximately 16% of the money we spend on product pays for packing that
eventually transpires as junk or waste. On average wastebasket preserves ample unreleased
energy to power you TV for 5000 hours. A paper can be recycled by using less than 70% energy as
compared to raw materials.

Plastic bags and other malleable materials pitched in landfills, oceans, lakes, rivers and streams are
estimated to kill almost 1,000,000 sea creatures each year in the world. It is estimated that almost
150 thousand double decker buses worth of electrical scrap is pitched in UK every year. On average
15 million cellular phones are upgraded in United Kingdom every year, placed from corner to corner
they would reach from John O'Groats to Lands End.

More than 55 million used toner cartridges are thrown in UKâ€™s landfills and junks every year. That
means if you recycle cartridges and get paid 50p, you may have right to claim Â£27.5 million by
recycling your empty toner cartridges.  Using empty toner cartridges, UK recycling industry creates
new toner cartridges that can be used for laser printers, photocopiers and many other machines.
They are useful and cost effective way of saving natural resources and avoiding environment from
being polluted.

We can make our natural resources i.e. oceans, rivers, streams, lakes and landfills neat and clean
by recycling cartridges. The atmosphere of the globe is getting changed with the passage of time.
The glaciers are melting. The hurricanes are occurring. Recycling industries, environmental
agencies and health organisations are concerned about waste materials in landfills and oceans.  In
order to prevent global warming and waste, we need cartridge recycling.

Final Remarks:Carbon footprints are sensitive to our environment and planet. To reduce carbon
footprints, environmental pollution and global warming, we need recycle cartridges.
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